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We provide a genera1 framework Jo’ the study of the finest linear (locally convex) tcrpolog!y 
which coincides on a fami!y of subsets A ‘tb a given linear (locally convex) topology. It is proved 
tlhat the formation of such topoiogies alwag s commutes with Einear direct sums. We characterize 
tlhe corresponding situation folr prcbd&ts and prove a result about locally convex &rer:t surms 
sufficiently general to cover the exarn#es which already occurred in the literature. l&resver the 







&MS Subj. Class.: Primary 46AI5i Seconda’ry 54A10, 46MlS 
K elley space 
p-determined topology / 
bomological topology 
compactly determined topology 1 
sequential topology 
linear direct sum 
locally convex direct sum 
product 
Garling [l3] introduced the con* pt of a generalized inductive-limit opology for 
locally convex spaces. Buchwablter ‘p S] introduced the locally convex Mellev spaces, 
and the finest locally convex @rear) topology which coincides on thke compact 
(precompact, bounded) subselts qf a topological vector space with the original 
topology wk studied by Porta [23], D;ra;ord and Jourlin [6], Brauner [3], and 
Adasch and Ernst [l]. 
In this note we present a general approach to the study of the finest linear (locally 
convex) topology which coincildes on a family of subsets with a given linear (locally 
convex) topology. It seems natural to formulate this approach in terms of functors. 
In Secticn 1 we introduce the still more generai concept of functorial tqclogies, 
collect some elementary statemknts, and characterize when refining functorial 
topologies commute &it31 pro&r&. It is shown in Section 3 that the special type of 
functorial topology considered in: Section 2 contains the examples occumiag in the 
literature. Section 4. deals with cdmmutation properties with respect o direct sums 
and contains a description of t O-nbhd. filter of such topologies. 
Several of our constructions Q&S SW.% dS .&I 
spaces, topological (abelian) g s and vector groups. 
i 1.27 
Let X denote ,t thlzr the category TVS of topologicaS vector spaces or ; 
category LCS of I .:cally convex spaces (and continuous ‘linear maps). We write 
Oh(X) for the cla I of objects in 3K For L E I let (EC, 8‘) E Ob(.X) and T : El -+ F 
be a linear map ff0i-0 E?* into a &ear space F, The strongest topology & on F such 
that (F, G) E Ob(?!’ ) (I ,e. C5 is a X-topology) and Tc : (E‘, %,)-+ (.F, @) is continuous 
for all c E I; vI!’ t i be called the X-final topology on F with respect to 
(T : (E,, %, ) 3 F ! E I). The X-direct sum (@lErE,, @FEZ 8‘) and the X-infimum 
A rEEIBr in the ca!i$c s.hat E, = E (I E I) are defined analogously. Moreover: we will 
use the symbols I’! dRr and VIEr 8‘ for the product topology and the supremum 
respectively. For 1{,2, 8) E Qb(X) let E’ = (E, !R)’ and ES denote the topological 
and algebraic dua : of (E, 8’i). We will write a an.d @ for the weak and strong 
topology, and deI.14 te the power set of E by P(E). 
A functorial tc :i;jlogy in X is a functsr in X of the form 
(E, %) 2’ +, Z?!‘(E)) for all (ET 8) tZ Oh(X), 
iii!(T)= ; for the continuous linear maps. 
In other words a ~,‘I.!I ictorial topology changes only the topology in such a way that 
the continuity of 3 Il:tear maps is preserved. A good example to think of would be 
a(%) :=p(E, (EI %.)I’) in LCS. 
The compositio11 2& 4!!‘2 of two functorial topologies J&, 9Yz in X is again a 
functorial topolog,;~~ in 3K Moreover we write Z& C 2& if Z!?,(!B) C Z&(%) for all 
(E, iIt) E Oh(X). Sk ice in X finite products coincide with the finite X-direct sums, 
we obtain 
l.l., Let 2’ be 2 fu t;!’ torial topology in X and let ((E,, &); L E J) be a finite family 
in Oh(X). Then 2’ 11 nIEJ 3,) = n,&C(%,). 
A functorial toy; 1 Jogy % in X is c&led refining if 2 3 Id, where Xd denotes the 
identity funrtor in :$. 
1.2. sltiem. itI 170 a refining functoriai topology 3 H’n X and a set I the following 
statements are erq&Y ii. 4lent : 
(a) I-I‘&!(!_R‘) “: X(rI rEz %J for all fa&!iex <(ES, R,); c E I) in Oh(X). 
(b) 5!!(@‘) = R*, 1~~1~ here R denotes the usual tqmlogy on the scalarfield K E {R, C’]. 
1 i I), since 3(Q) = 9. 
Q~t~~~~ $ 
unctosia 
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(IX) Assume that (E,, S!(%, )) is hfausdoti for every L E I. Let. x,, E &.{O), 
F,. = span@) (e E I), and F: =‘L& C &ZL. Since (FL, S!Y($RJ f7 17‘) is topolog- 
ically isomorphic to ( , LQ), condition (bj yields 
i 
On the other hand, the itijections jK : (E,$oR.))~+ (I~,,,EzEl,~(~~c~E~ 8‘)) are 
continuous (K E I). Thus !br DeWilde [7; p. 118, Corollary l] orde obtains 
Lfa(%‘) 2 Z(Lz %,). : 
(8) Assume that 9!(NL) letquals the coarsest topology on EC for II; E I. ‘Ik.n 
because of 1.1 and the asscl&ption El # (0) one obtains that ~(~) = 84 where 8 
denotes the coarsest topol& on 1K: Since 2!? is functorial, thk imp”kies that 
a(G) = G for the coar sesrl: ‘topolog y G on any veo tor space F. In particular, 
a@I,,, %J = n,,, %, c Il‘,Zb(%‘). 
(y) In the general case ;-we use the topological decompositiofi, (E,, 3, ) = 
(K, %, (7 H,) x ({$+‘, Sk 6$ {Tpa’), where H6 is arr aiJgeks& complement o 
$‘N” in El (L E I), to obtain (a) from 1.1, (ar ), andi 0% Cl 
In the notation of [lo; p. 331 the example 2(E) : = Ilrh shows thai. ~11 aaialogue to 
Proposition 1.2 for X-direct sums instead of product:; does not hold. See however 
Section 4.. 
By Fix(%) we will denotq the fix-class of a furtctorial topology 9 in X, k. the 
class of all (E!, %) E Oh(X) sbtisfying Z’(8) = %. 5? is called idempotent if 2Y2 = 9. 
The following statements$how that a refining idernpotent functorial topology is 
uniquely determined by its’ k-class. 
1.3. Id C s2 C Z1 =$2 Fix@‘,) C Fix(9!2). 
In fact, WC have (E, zl’t) E F~J$&) + 8 C 2E2(%) C %(%) = 8, 
In fact, we have (E,%)E Ob(%) =+ (E,2&(%))E 15:-(ti&) C F’ixi/:.?K2). Thus the 
functorial property of 2E2 implies &(!R) = 
. Let 9 be a no .‘- :mpty c of objects in le undix the formatisn of 
X-final topologies;. ‘“f: zn by 
mpor *c 8 functorial topology in is defined. Moreover, 
f. Using the b;? pthesis aboN is a fwwt0ti~ 
topoiogy. Ciearly 2 lt 3 Id. Shce (E, ;%))E S? for all (E,tR)e 0 
obtains 3% = 9!&. If f_f:,%)EFix AX (G;(E,G)EZ G 2 
(E,%) E 2. The Car I 2fse is tfivid. 13 
Then we have: 
nd idemptent. Moreover, 
I by I.4 and L6. 
Id be t functori n ordinal nujnber a and 
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ch .T” and 9 are well defined functorial top&gies in X 
e fix-classes of 3!! and .5!! obviously c’oincide, whence 
e formation of thie strpng topology % H @(E, (E, m)“) ((I:, 5:) E Ob(LCS)) 
defines a refining functorial iopology /3 in LCS, which is not idcmpotent. Fix(p) 
h the class of b elled !?zaliy convex spaces and the corresponding 
idempotent functorial topology j? is given by the formation of the asssociated 
barrelled topology (see Kbmura [19; p. 1301). Analogous resultsin TVS hold for the 
formation of the ultrastrong topoiogy b and the class of ultrabarrelled topological 
vector spaces (cf. Pfister [21; ,pp. 2742751). Moreover the associated bomological, 
ultrabomological . . . topologies are special cases of funztorial topologies. (See also 
Pfkter, ?x. cit., [IO; p. 28 and 30-311, and [8; §lO].) 
2. Fu~tiurhi iqo~ogies detwmined by a family of oubsets 
denote a functor from 911 into the category SET of sets and maps with the 
following properties: : 
A(E, 8) C P(E) 20; all 
1 
. t 
for a continuous liqoar 
i 
(E, s) E OW); 
map S : (E, !iJi)+ ((F, X) 
dl(S):..&(E,~)+Jfl(F~~) is defined by Jac(S)(~‘ti):= S(M) 
(M E &(E,%)). ’ 
1 
In other words, Jt! associates to every (E,%) E Oh(X) a system 42 (E, 3) of subsets 
of E such that the fo!lowing condition is satisfiecl. 
VW S(d(E, @)) C JU($ X) for all (E, %), (K *e) E Oh(X) 
and all continuoulf linear maps S : (E, @t)+ (F, Z). 
An example would be ..4@%):=(M C E ;!% n M is compact}. 
, 2.1. By 
I 
~(~):-\/{~;(E,~!)EOb(X),&‘ra M c%fI M(ME.&(E,Wj)} 
for ill1 (E, %) e Ob(SYT), a refining functorial topollogy .ki in X is defined. 
Proof. Let (E, B), (F, @) E Qb(3K) and let S : (E, 3) + (F, @5) be a continuous linear 
map. We have to prove that 5 : (E, J&(@‘@-+ (F, &G)) is again continuous Let 
S-‘&&i(G)) denote the E with respect to S : E + (F,&G)). 
E Jcc(E, %) the inclusion S-‘(. 
‘(G)f’IMC%f’ 
is continuous. 
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We have the folB1:~~4ng characteriza:ion of Fix(&): 
2.2. For (E, B) E 01:: CX) ‘the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) (EI %) e Fix(,& Ii. 
(b) For (F, @) E 439(X), a linear map S : (El, !# j+ (F, 6) is continuous iff 
s IM:(M,%nMj-* t:” (F, G) is continuous for aPI M’ E: Ju(E, m). 
By 1.5 Fix(&) is, a!& empty and st;?ble under the formation af %final topologies. 
Let J& denote the idcmpotent refining functorial topology corresponding to & (cf. 
1.6), i.e. we set J& [IQ: = AX {@; (E, (3) E Fix(&), @ 3 8) for all (E, 3) E Oh(X). 
Given &,& sucl2 that &(E,%)C &(E,%) for all (E, %) iG Ob(Xj, one clearFy 
obtains Al 3 .& Iknce A, r) &. 
With the help of he following proposition we will show that & and & may be 
different . 
2.3. Proposition. .Ls:1 (E, %I rbe any topobgical vector space. l%en there exists a 
topological vector pm (F, C5) such that E C F, % = @ n E, and E = n{f-l(G); 
f E (F, w 
Proof. According :c Peck and Porta [2W; p. 831, there exists a topological vector 
space (G, %) cone 11 itning (E, %) as a linear subspace such that (G, X)t’ = {O}. Let 
(H, 8) : = (G, E) x (ICI& a(G, G *)). Then the diagona!l & : = ((x, x j E H ; x’ E G} is a 
dense linear subsq9 lydice of (H, 3). In fact, let U E &(H, 3). Then thl:re exists a 
subspace L of !!kBte codimensioa in G such that {o} x L C U% Because8 of 
(G, Ii)’ = {Cl’; L 1~ ,densc: in (G, %). Hence H =-Lx} + A0 CL x {O) + AG = 
(0) X L + Aa C&, 4. U + U CH. Since U E &(H, 8) was arbitrary, we obtain 
dou = H 
Now let F: = IT .x (0) + AG C H be provided with the topology G : = 8 fKF. F 
being dense in (S/13), every f E (F, G)’ ‘can be extended to f E (H, 8)‘. Clearly 
G x (0) c f’(O), *vl/?rence E x {0} C f’-‘(O). On the other hand, let (x, a,) G 
F\(Ex{O}).Therl \~#OandthereisgEG*suchthatg(y,)#O;f:=goprz/Fisa 
continuous linea: Ekctional on (F, (5) for which f(x, y) = g(y)B 0. As (E X {O}, 
% n (E x (0))) is$ lv apologically isomorphic to (E, 2’ f7 E) = (E, a), the proof is 
finished. IJ 
@mark. C1e,I~a sly, (Acb @j n Ao)’ = A & and hence every bounded subse’ 4 
R AS) has :a~ finite-dimensional1 linear span. If we p 
construc5on of 13 Y abc 11 proof 
nql.: !,i’ ylbset of 
fI 4  ‘:i 1, whence 
hus we have : .N exa 
separating topoBi. ~~~:+cal dual in which all bounded sets arc finite4imensienal. 
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le. We define 
&(E,%):=(L CE;flL =Ofor all fE (E,%)‘} ((E,, %) cz Ob(TY’S)). 
It is obvious that (A e 1) is satisfied. Let (E, %) be any topological vector space such 
that (E, o(E, E’)) is HausdorR and 8 does not coincide with the strongest linear 
topology on E. Choose (17, <3) as in Proposition 2.3. Then A@, G) = P(E). 
Consequently, &(@:/ n E = 3 and the quotient topology &G),/E equals the 
strongest linear topo:logy on, F/E, so A (F, J&?(G)) = ((0)). In particular, & (J&(G)) 
coincidlles with the stsrongest linear topology on. F, wl+h is different from A(@), 
since & (G) n E = 96 # &*(G) f7 E. Hence & is not idempotenf , a;!ld & # A. 
2.6. If a functor Al <{defined asabove) satisfies the following condition 
(A.2) A ti:E, J& (911)) z) A-2 (E, 3) ((,E, %) E Oh(X)), 
then &. and ..& coincide. , 
Proof. Let (E, %) E 0b(X). !We have to show that (E, A(8)) E Fix!&. If (E, G) E 
Ob@Z) such that G (? N C @ii) n N for all N +E J@,&(8)), then because of 
(A. 2) also G n M C k(Nj f7 M (== !H l7 M) for all A4 E Jt(E, %), lience G C 
A(%). D 
t 
By (A. 1) condition ;(A. 2) is equivalent to A(E, J&(S)) = &(E, 3) 
(E w E OWW)* I ; 
The following example shows that (AM. 2) is not a necessary condition for .8! and 
.& to coincide. : 
2.7. Example. For every tipological vector space (E, 8) define A(E, 3) : ==: {L C 
E ; dim(span(L 1) c’. a and!, for every U E &(E, !R) there is II E N such that 
B: c u + l l * + U (rr term& }. 
E # {Ol, be a HausdlorfI 1 
Clearly condition (A. 1) is satisfied. Let (K, ‘8), 
tops logical vector space which is additively bounded (cf. for 
example Peck and Porta [X0; p. 84 iv)]). Then A(E, 3) = (L C E ; dim(span(L)) c 
m}, whence J&(S) coincidesjwith the strongest linear topology on E. Consequently, 
A(E9&%)) d oes not contain a linear subspace difiPere:nt from (0) and I 
&(E, .I&(%)) s At(E, 8). 0% thgjotherhand. le”i (F, G) be any topological veczi 
space. It is easy to see that 0) ‘p” = (0) and that the qu&ie:nt :opology A(G)/(O) 
equals the strongest linear topology on F/me. Ini particular, (E, A(G)) e Fix!-&. 
Thus.&=& by 1.7. ; 
3. Discussion of same exa+pks 
In this section we show ghat many asso&tC 
the literature appear as suitable functoria! t 3 
(A e 1) will be obviously satisfied for I he systems A@,, %) ((E, %) E Ob(3Q). , 
: 
Moreover, with’thc ‘&alp of the following proposition, we will show thatcondition 
(,aC. 2) is also satMe:.i. 
3.1, lt”r~pltion. %d @, $8) be a topological Uector space and 0 ~4 M C E. 7%~ for 
every topological r;ej;a!n spme (F, EJ) und every Ziueear map S : E -+ 4: the following 
srateersents are equddmlent : 
(a) S j&f-M]: jM-44, $I fT(M-M))+(F,G) is continnrk,ous in OEM -.M 
(l~i, S 1 A4 : Ad’+ F’ is uniformiy continuous with respect c AL canot&cal ur;i%r- 
mities induced by %’ and @ on M and F, respectively. 
Furthermore fet fpi : E + &+ be a map scztisfying the triangle i~qua~i~ and 
q(- x) = q(x) 1:x: CG .Q‘ 
If q 1 (A4 - M) :: gS::% - M, % n (A4 - M))-* IG is continuous in 0 G M - pi& then 
q i M : M+ R$ is ;Mformfy continuous with respect o the canonical uniformity 
induced by IT? on M. 
Pro& Let V E U&f7 Gj and U E l&,(E, %). Then S(U fl (M - M)j C V ifI S(x) - 
. S(y)E V for a’;1 A:, y E A4 satisfying x - y G U. Dis proves (a) G+ (b). Now let 
E 5 0 and, I3 E l&d.@, ‘%) such that q( U f~ (M - M)) C EO, .s], Then for x, y E M, 
x-~EL~,~~egeas/q(x~-q(y)Jcq(x-y)Qe. q 
A statement am&:~gous to Proposition 3.1 for topological groups (E, %), (F: Gj) 
and homomorphis!Tg S c(an be proved similaq (consider&g M”M and the left 
uniformities on (E, T) tind (F, 65)). It is easy to see, that Proposition 3.1 contains 
results of Grothen&ck [14; p. 1341, Iyahen [15; p. 3041, and Adasch and Ernst [I; 
p. 257 (7)f. 
3.2. ExampI&. (a) I. et &(E!, %):=(B C E ; B is a bounded subset of (E, 8); 
((E, %) f Oh(X)). IFny Kiithe [lg; p. 156,Q (3)‘J the boundedness of a balanced subset 
of a topological vector space is determined by its relative topology. Thus A1 
satisfies condition (_&.2). With Proposition 3.1 we obtain that the corresponding 
class Rx(&) in TVS consists of the spaces which are ~~lokaltol~logi~h” in the 
sense of Adasch and Ernst [l]. 
(b) Let &(E, se) := {P C E; P is a precompact subset of (E, @)I ((E, !R) E 
Oh(X)). In order tc :;how that & satisfies (M. 21, let P E &[E, IllI); then P - P E 
.&(E, %b) and ~~(~~ 9 (P - P) = W 17 (F - IFPI, whence 4 f &(E, &(%)) by Prop- 
osition 3.1. Fix(&), formed in LCS, correspcrads to the “‘p-~determined” spaces in 
the sense of Dazord and ,Jourlin 16; 2. 641 and Brauner f3; p. 61. 
(c) Let A@, 8%) : = {K C E; 3 fl K is compact] ((E* W) E Oh(X)). Clearly, con- 
dition (.mC. 2) is sstistied. Fix(&), formed in LC!$, corresponds to the “campact@ 
determined” spaces in the sense of Porta /23]. 
(d) Let .&(E, %a) : 2~ {C C . ?. C’ is an absolut&y convex compact subset of (E, %)) 
ain, (‘A!. 2) is obviously satisfied. Fix 
elley-spaces” :Im ahc serise of Suchwalter [5; p. 
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(e) Let &(.E, %) ::= {K Cc J$ ; % n K is compact and pseudo-metrizable} 
((E, %) E Oh(X)). Using K&on [l6; p. 4011 it is not hard to see that Ju, satisfies 
(4.1). Clearly, (A. 2) is also &rtis§ied. As a consequence of 2.2 one easily obtains 
:1 that for (E, ‘8) e Oh(X) the f$.lowing statements arc equivalent: 
(a) (E, %) E Fix(&). 1 
$) For every (F, G) E lob(X), every sequentially continuous linear map 
S : (E, %)-+ (F, G) is continuous. 
Consequently, J&(%) coincides with the strongest X-topology % on E such that 
every #-convergent sequence in E is E-convergent. For the category LCS we 
therefore have &%) = %+ !in the notation of Webb [26; p. 3.411 (cf. also 
Dudley [ 121). 
If we define d :(E, %): =( N 41 Gny n E N} ; (x, ; zr E N) converges to 0 in (E,%)} 
((E, %) e Oh(X)), we obtain .& = As. This shows that different functars Jcc may 
yield the same functorial toplqlogy A. 
(fj For (E, %) E Qb(X) let v(S) (BN09@)) d enote the strone;est X-topology 
on E which has the same su$eries convergent (bounded multiplier convergent) 
series as the original topology 8. In [S; $81 it is proved that these: functorial 
topologies may be obtained in the form & (A,), where &, ,(E, !?t) are naturally 
related to the subseries convergent (bounded multiplier convergent) series in 
(E 8). 
s (g) Let A be given such lhal {fl} t A(E, 8) C J?% I(E, %) ((E, %) E Oh(X)) and -. 
delke &(E,iJi):={lV C{e,x, ; n EN} ; (en ; n E N) converges to 0 in K and there 
is M E Ju.(E, %) swh that xv E Rd (n E N)} ((E, %) E Oh(X)). Wsin~g K&he [IN; 
p 1% 6 (3)l we obtain that &(%)is the strongest X-topollogy on E for which all -.. 
elements of &(E,%) end {Oj* are bounded. In particulars, in LCS the functorial 
topologies 42 and A fld> coincide with the associated bornological (;KBthe [18; p. 
3833) gqd the associated ultrabornological (Powell [24; 061) topolo@. In TW 
Fix@=) coincides with the class of linear-bornological spaces (in the sense of 
“ultrabornological” in Iyahen 115; p. 298)). The associated topology % considered 
in Bucchioni and Goldman 114; p. 175 and Therorem 1.31 eorresponcls to G (in , 
LCS). 
We have the following scheme, where the arrows point iform the coarser to the 
finer functorial topology. 
In the above scheme all the inclusions are strict and where no inclusion is. indii;;at 
the functorial topologies are @corn 
We prove for ~ustance the! incomparability of Ji, and J&. This proof als0 shows 
how 1 .l may be useQ to prcnv~ the incomparability of functorial topologies. 
be a infinite_ compact Stonian space and let 
(E, 8) S= (c(K), If 9 II-,, Then o(E’, E) and a@?, E”) have the same coravergent 
sequences (G~~~~en~~ck [14;p. 168, Theorem 91). Bu:: e(E’, E”) and o(E*‘, E) do 
not coincide cm Ore unit ball in E’, sin’ce (E, %) is not reflexive. 
(E,,!l$):= (E’, d,E’, E)) is thus an example for ~~~~~)~~~(~~)~ 
Let (Ez,&) be a countably infinite-dimensional normed space. Then all abso- 
lutely convex compact. subs::ts in (E2, &) are finite-dimension53il~, Thus J&,,(&) is 
strictly finer than ~~(~*) = !I&. IBn particular we have *~~~(~~)~ ~~(~~). Because of 
1.1, the space (Es3 ) : = (,E,, St,) X (&, tRz) is an example for R,(!R)$jJ&(!IR). 
13,& By [lo; p. 32, Koaollar] the prod !!R)‘isinFix(Ji$)for i = 1,...,4andfor 
every set 1 (in TVS as well1 us in Consequently, by Proposition 1.2 4 
commutes with arbitpry products (i = 1,. . . ,4). 
(EL, R)’ is in Pi:li(z) iff there is no Ulam measure on I. For X = LCS this result 
is proved in Ke&y anilit ~an~~oka [17; p. 1871. For X = TVS this statement follows 
from a result of Pfirler [2 2; 4.cij under the assumption of a weak co~inuum 
e there is 30 ~~~measure 0% 2*, the separable closeeif linear 
81-e in lFix(.& !. b), hence I%%@‘) coincides with $I?” on all 
separable subspaces ofi ( , .!R)“. It ‘2oUows that (M, $?)r e Fix(&)\ iR’ theze; is 1~) Ulam 
measure on I and tbiz; equivalence remains true for 0’9, BM@P, G, and A&& 
Thus we obtain from Proposition 1.2: 
Given a set 1, then for % E {&, O’!?+$ BM6’~, &> & 45} oue has 
~,&Z’(%J = ?+F(~,,z %,) for $111 families ((E,, ‘8,); I E I> in Oh(X) iti there is no 
Ulam measure on 1. 
The: trivial example & (E, 8) : = {{0}} ((E, 93) E laib(iXj) shows that: functorial 
topologies of the type J& need not commute with couiztably infinite products. 
M. Let 3u : TVS -+ !XT be gi:len and let .& be the corresponding; functorial 
ttiopology in TVS. Then the r~~striction f RJ. to LC’S induces a re~nin~~ f nctoria~ 
topology J& *’ in LCS: &(!R) : = V(G; (E,G)EBb(ICS), Gf’~Mc@nM 
(N E &(E, %))I ((E, !Q E ~b(LCS)). For (F, G5) E Ots(TVS) let G, denote the , 
strongest local1 y convex topology on F which is marser t harr .& 
It is easy to veGly that ~“(~) = (~/~(~)~~~ fix a!1 (E, 8) E Ob(LCS;? and 
.&(!@kJ C (v&z (%.)),, ((I53 !R) E Bb(TVS)). 
The fo~l~w~~~~ exam@e shows that the above inclusio:lk may ble strict. Accordling 
mark 2.4 there exists a ogicaa vector spa?e (F, 65) ~tbout 
under9 se7 has, a fin 
est locally convex t 
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3.6. &r. There are some notions of czompleteness which are related to 
lunctor; J41. For a topo?oglLa ;A_1vector space (E, %) one has for instance: 
(a) (E, %) is quasicomplete i4 (E, A&(R)) is. 
(b) (E, %) is p-complete iff (E, &(8)j is (cf. Brauner 13; p. 131). . 
(c) (E, %) is sequentially comhlete iff (E, &(%j) i$ (Webb [26; pa 3431). 
(d) (E, %j is Mackev- cp ,uentialiy complete iff (E, A%!(%)) is (1;s; Proposition 11). 
(ej (E, O?P(%)) is 2-complete if (E, 3) is ([S; (X131)]). 
(fj (E, B&K@?(%)) is IBM&complete (in the sense of [8; (3.15)]) if (B, 8) is. 
4. Direct SUIIW an a descriptisn~ of O-nbhds 
In Section ‘I we remarked th”at refining functorial topologies in X need not 
commute with the formation of %$direct sums. For the special functorial topologies 
~ii! however we will prove a positive result with the help of the following 1e:mma. . * 
4.1. Lemma. Let (E, ; L E I) be a family of vector s,pacesr, For L E I let G,,%, be 
linear topologies on E, and L, C E, a subset containing 0 such that 6 fl L, C 8, n 
L‘. Then (@zfG,) 9 L C (@ZtfiR,) n L, where L:= XEljc (L,) C $,d% 
(jN : EK Q BiEI EC denoting the cqnonical injection). 
The proof of this statement &as inspired by V. Eberhardt, who has recently 
provpd a similar assertion for linear s,ubspaces L, C E,. 
Proof. Let x: = (x, ; c E I) E L and let W be a neighbourhood, of x in (@&%, 
$zi G&). According to Waelbtieck [25; p !;J Corollary 4] thlere are sequences 
(IJ .,;mEN)in~~(E,,~,)(IE~)suchtharx-~UnEN~:~IU,E,j,(Usnr)C W.For 
every I E I there exists a sequence (gP,,: ; m Ef N) in &(Er,, 8&) such that If,,+, + 
V sm+lC Km and (x,+V,,+ &,,, nLACx,+&, (IGI, mEN). By Wael- Y j 
broeck, lo& cit. V:= UnENZL,,=l U,,I~b(V,,) is an element of &(&I.& 
@gf %,). We show that (X -t ‘11) n L c W. Let z := (z, ; t. E I) Ef (x + V) n L, and 
Y - X, (L E I). Then there exists n CI N, IG~ cf I (1 s m s n), and urn E K,, 
(~‘~=sn)suchthat(y,~~~~)=I”,.rj,o.Letl:=(c;m~n}.ForrfJ 
set k(b) := min{m EN; I = h}. ‘By induction one obtains that for I E J, Y, E VI. k(r) + 
V aWJ* whence I, E (x, + Vst(,)+ V,kt,l) fl L, C x, + &(,I. ‘lrhus (tK ; K E 8) E x + 
Z,,i(Uhk&x + ZE, LL&Jl.L.k&x + since ‘n s 
k(c)sE n and le(bj# k(A) for ‘L,A EJ, A# c. Thus z E W. a 
roof does not work in t e case of unto 
n esult in ILemma 4.1 r 
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ton, Let A! : TYS - SET bt? & funcgor QS described ipt Sect&m 2, a)rd let 
((E&, #,); I E I) be a jkni:‘jr of topological vector spaces. Then J& (@g a,) = 
@Z&%‘). 
~~~f~ Since & is fun~~~orial~ one immediately obtains @Tz %, C ~~(~~~ !R,) c 
~~~~(~‘~” I.,& lb2 E ~(~~~~*, ~~~~~). We show t&at (~~~~~)~ M I) 
($l=Is .& (3‘ J) CI it&, which proves the proposit ion. Clflearly , IV‘: = pr, (M) E 
&E,,%,) for I H, helIce h@?,)nN, = fR, n IV,. /is trans8ations in a topological 
vector space are hol:nefxuorphismo, we may assume that 0 6: M. Consequently by 
Lemma 4.1, the topologies $%%, and $%y&%,) coincide on &&,(N,) which 
cont;tins M fJ 
For LC23 we have only weaker results, since the statement ~o~esponding to 
Lemma 4.1 is in question. 
43. Pmp4~&&~ Let Jf : LCS -SET be Q functor as de&bed in Section 2 which 
satis~e~ 0~ of the fo~~~#~in~ co~i io~s: 
(a) ,cc(.E, VI) c &(E, $1) ((E s) E Ob(LCS)). 
(b) FOP M E Jdc (E, %I there exists a linear subspace N E &(E, %) containing M. 
Then Ji (@I~~$&) = $YSJ@R,) f or every family ((E,, !R,); c E I) of locally convex 
spaces. 
ii, As in ~ropos~~~o~ 4.2 it suffices to show that Z’:= @z%, and 
G : = @bS J& QJ&) eoinc de on every M E .4 (@,&3~, @:38%). Let (a) hold and let 
M E AX (@,,& Z), MY;@- Then K := {I E I; 0 E pr, (M)j is finite. Moreover, c-p 
J:= {i E I; pr,(I\n)L{Q “) is finite too. Clearly Z and (5 coincide on 
&,,,,j‘ (pr‘ (M)). On the other hand, for every I E I ‘L (K U J), iR, and J& (%J both 
induce t&e Coarsest topslogy on span (pr‘ (M)). By Rourbaki [2; p. 771, E and @ 
coincide 0% x IEI+.IKUIJa ~sl~an(~~r‘ (M))), whenm S’T f71 M = G n M. 
If (b) holds, we may assume that NL : = pr, (M) is a linear subspace of E‘ (I E I); 
now Z and G coincide on xrEijt (NJ by Beurbaki, lot. cit. ct 
From Br0positions 4.2 and 4.3 we obtain that all the functorial topologies 
considered in Section 3 commute with X-direct sums, An example in j/10; p_ 37-381 
shows that fun~to~a~ ?.~~~ulogies J& do not in general commute with (countable, 
uctive ~in~its ar$d quotients. 
Next we will use ~ro~~os~~i~n 3.11 for a description of &(E, .& (9%)). . 
JR : TVS + SET be a functm as de&bed Zn Se&n 2, (ati let 
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t3-m E &(E, d(8)) for all n E PI% iff Un f-l M E &(M; % n ) for all n E k4 and all 
M F, A (E, !R) cantaininrg 0. ’ 
be an F-sernirkmn (in the sense of Waelbroeck; [25; p. I]). men 
continuous ik 0 e E iff q : (M, fi fI M)-* lR is continuous in 
0 E M fiw all M (5 &(E, 8) contafning 0. 
(c) Let (F, C$ ,be a topological ‘vector space end Y!IR a pointwise bounded set of 
linear maps S : E -+ F. 
Then m : (E, J&(S))+ (F, @) , is equ%cont%rtuous if I%d 1 M:= {S 1 M ; S E 
!fl} : (M9 @ n M) + (F$ G) is equicantinuous in (T;: E M figr all M e: JH (E, 31) contain -
ing 0. 
i 
Proot. (a) It suffices to prove %!‘9. Let Z (denote the linear topology on E such 
that (I& ; n EN) is a basis of U0 (E, Z)> By assumption, i& 1 M : (M, 8 n M) 
-+ (5, Z’) is continuous in 0 for all M c!: Al (E, %:I containing 0, whence by 
Proposition 3.1, %” i7 M C % fl M t for all M G .ti(E, 91). Cuasequently *%!Y C &@I), 
which implies that U,, E &(E, A@)) for all rrl E N. 
/Jb) follows from (a). 
$c) Again it sufhces to prove ‘%“. Let ( Un ; n E N) be a suprzlbarre! ini F such that 
I& E &(F, G). Then Vn : =z n {S-l (V,); S E m} is absorbing (A E N), and 
(I r, ; n E N) is a suprabarrel in E. By assumption, V,, n M E &(M, % n M) for all 
n E N and all M E A(E,m) containing 0, whence Vn E &(E, &%):I (n e N) on 
account of (a). Thus n : (E, A(%))+ (F, G) irs eyuicontinuous. El 
The formulation and the proof of the state:ments corresponding tcl Proposition8 
4.4 in LCS instead of TVS are now immediate. 
For functorial topologies of the type (3.2g)) a more convenient descriptiorr 
of the’&nbhds. may be obtained by adapting the proof in ISdthe [18; p. 3Y3,2.]. 
.Addcd in proof. The functorial topok>gies 656 and BM0’9 frsm Example 3.2 (F) 
and the notions of rS -completeness and Bl@-C -completeness from Remark 3.46 a~‘e 
studied in detail in the paper:: Summabl, sequences and associate 1Orlicz-Pestis- 
topcAogies, by the first-named author which will appear in Comnrentationes NPatlr. t 
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